
STEP 1
Start by removing the spring bar pin from the
clasp to separate the bracelet into 2 parts.
Use the pin removal tool to compress the spring
loaded tip and tilt the bracelet end out.

NOTE: the pin is spring loaded so be cautious
that it does not fly away when removing.

STEP 2
Pins to be removed in the side of the bracelet
Look at the side of the bracelet and note the
links have what appear to be small screws in
holes in the side of the bracelet. These are the
removable links.

Tools which can be used to push the pins out are:

A - Pin and spring bar tool.
B – Small screw driver
C – Common Office and Household items: Safety Pin, Thumb-tack, Paperclip etc.
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STEP 3
Removing the pin.
Insert the pin removal tool into the bracelet link
and push squarely and firmly in the direction of
the arrow stamped on the link.
The pin should start to move out the opposite
side, at first the pin has a good amount of resist-
ance, once the enlarged head has cleared the
shoulder in the link it will move much easier.

STEP 4
The link is shown separated from the mating
links. It is helpful to keep the pins and links ori-
ented the same way that they came apart to
facilitate reassembly.

STEP 5
Pushing the pin back in to rejoin the links. 
Push the pin back in from the opposite side that
you pushed it out. A flat drift larger than the pin
should be used to push the pin flush with the
side of the link.
NOTE: after the pin is flush with the link take
the pin removal tool and push it a bit further in
(you may hear a faint click as the enlarged head
of the pin snaps back into the shoulder inside
the link)

When correctly inserted there will be no protrusion of the pin on either side of the link.
Save all leftover pins and links as they may be needed if the watch is sold to a person with a different size wrist.
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All Watches (except "Lady Superstar" and 36mm "Pirate's")
1. First you need to unscrew the crown (setting knob) of the watch. Turn c-clockwise until You will feel the knob loosen .
2. Pull out the pin very gently one "click" to set the date.
3. To set the time, pull the pin out father and turn to set to appropriate time.
4. Finally push pin in and simultaneously turn clockwise to screw it back.

"Lady Superstar" and 36mm "Pirate's":
1. Pull out the pin very gently one "click" to set the date.
2. To set the time, pull the pin out father and turn to set to appropriate time.
3. Finally push pin back in.

Setting Time and Date on You Watch.


